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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like AIG execs!

There are plenty of things
Mom told us not to do
when we were younger.
Don’t forget to brush your
teeth - you’ll get cavities!
Don’t mix bleach and ammonia. Don’t put the cat in
the dryer. Mom also told us
that we learn from our mistakes. That might be true for
people who set their hand
on a hot stove, or accidentally let one red sock sneak
in with the whites on laundry day.
Me? I apparently don’t learn
from my mistakes. And one
of the life lessons I should
have paid attention to is
never. EVER. delete files
from your computer if you
don’t know what they do.
Laugh all you want, you
tech savvy people. I am
not among you. I am of the
unholy order called “the
everyman,” and while I can
...see Delete! back

Recently while jamming out at my WMTU
radio show, it occurred to me that I
didn’t know how the greatest station
in the U.P. came about. Was it grown
from a small seed? Or did aliens bring
it from another galaxy for our listening
pleasure? I decided that it was about
time the truth was told, so I trekked on
over to the Carnegie Museum down the
road to find out. While it didn’t have
anything exclusively about WMTU, it did
have some history of the Keweenaw,
and I have taken it upon myself to fill in
any details they may have missed. This
is what I found.

Straight from you-know-where!
Baby Names That Will Get Your Kid’s Ass Kicked

and forging fine woodwind instruments,
they were playing them in concert
teepees across the country. The Keweenaw tribes were world famous
for their soothing melodies and sharp
rhythm sets.

Little did they know, uppity Europeans
were jealous of the Natives’ musical
mastery. Sending wave after wave of
settlers to spread their piano concertos,
the British Invasion took the continent by
storm. Helpless to resist the onslaught
of pop artists such as Handel, Mozart,
and Bach, the Native Americans bowed
to the will of their sonic suppressors, if
First, there were animals. The animals, only for one small encore.
mainly mooses, deers, sheeps, and
other animals that are not made plural Decades passed, and the piano based
simply by adding an s to the end, ate music scene swept the Keweenaw.
delicious foods that caused the most Nearly every building had one, and even
natural music on the planet: digestion trappers living in the woods often carried
noises. The forests also sang songs like portable pianos with them for entertain“The Trees” (as made famous by Rush) ment. Life would become significantly
and Jungle Boogie.
easier for these music aficionados at the
outset of the Industrial Revolution. With
Thousands of years after the animals it, harmonicas, accordions, and plastic
perfected their art, people moved to recorders would become the norm for
the area. The industrious Natives mined backcountry woodsmen everywhere.
copper to make knives, jewelry, and Now anyone could start their own multisaxophones (they imported zinc from instrument band.
other tribes to make the brass). When
...see WMTUWMTUWMTU on back
they weren’t digging holes in the ground

Travis
Archibald
Cranston
Michael Bolton
Hung Lo
Gay Faulker
Wang Long
Pierce
Seymour Butts
Kick My Ass
Mike Rotch
Anita Vagina
I P Daly
BLT Sandwich
Whitney Houston
Tina Turner
Voltaire Toledo
John McClane
George W. Bush
French
Rihanna
Sunshine
Dequindre
Clarence

Ezekiel
Jebediah
Chastity
Rocky
Pan Faldef
Yuri Thaw
Adolf
Hanson
Wolfgang
Jesus
Fatty Lipschitz
Milhouse
Ralphie
Rudolph
John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt
Beaver Muffington
Axl
Max Power
Solid Snake
Power Thirst
Colon
Billy Mays
Patrick Roy
Vince Withslapchop
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April is coming, and you know what that means:
Surprise Blizzards!
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By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

The Steaming Pile

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull
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This is Why I Go
to a Tech School

A Brief History of WMTU
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Wednesday, March 25, 2009

“There is a tragic flaw in our
precious Constitution, and I don’t
know what can be done to ﬁx it.
This is it: Only nut cases want to
be president.”
~Kurt Vonnegut

...WMTUWMTUWMTU from front

But it wasn’t until someone decided
to pull the hair out of a horse’s behind
and pluck it that music really took off
in the U.P. Once thought to be the
invention of a pocket of desperate
Native musicians living deep in the
Porcupine Mountains, it was discovered that Greg “Righty” Mandowski, of
Copper Harbor, inadvertently created
the first guitar when he drunkenly
tried to get on his horse in 1882.
Ever since, this simple instrument has
been key to the success of bands the
world over.

grating every genre of music into its
24/7 schedule. Not a day goes by
when WMTU doesn’t make history
for being the greatest station in the
Keweenaw.

Sunshine’s Searcher
Brought to you by
Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks

Random Team Mascots
ACES
BADGERS
BEARS
BENGALS
BIG RED
BISON
BRONCOS
BULLDOGS
BULLS
CANUCKS
CARDINALS
CHARGERS
COYOTES
DOTS
DRAGONS
DUCKS
EAGLES
FIGHTING SIOUX
GATORS
GOLDEN GOPHERS
GOVERNORS
GRIZZLIES
You’d think I would learn following in goes my password... error. Unable
HILLTOPPERS
this obnoxious stroke of idiocy, but to authorize? It’s MY MUSIC; it’s al- HORNED FROGS
no. Oh, no. That would be too easy, ready authorized! Wait… that was a
HUSKIES
LIONS
too instinctive.
disposable folder, right?
LOBOS

Interested in learning more? Listen
in on your car stereo at 91.9 FM, or
check it out online at wmtu.mtu.edu.
Or if you really want to be awesome,
WMTU is hosting its millionth annual
CRUSHATHON heavy rock concert
over at the Level 2 Skatepark in
Houghton this Saturday. It’s gonna
be hardcore. Or, you know, there’s
always my show 7-10 pm every
Fast forward to the 1950s. A group Saturday. Best electronic this side of
of disgruntled Tech students, fed up the Atlantic, guaranteed. Either way,
with hearing Elvis non-stop on the you win.
...Delete! from front
local AM stations, decided to rig up
their own. In 1956, WVRW was born, find my way around computers quite
but was quickly changed to WMTU passably, I’m no guru. I have twice
once everyone realized it sounded shot myself in the foot (metaphoria lot cooler. Since that fateful day cally, thank goodness) by doing hard
(no one is sure which, as they were drive “spring cleaning.” Both times, I
too busy making sweet sweet music), delete some old documents, fine...
WMTU has been rocking strong, inte- “hey, what’s this folder doing there?
Doesn’t seem important.” Click. Poof!
It’s gone. Well, next thing you know,
Just two weeks ago, I once again
something has exploded.
succumbed to the temptation to
LOOK OUT
KING OF ALL COSMOS
BEHIND YOU!
Nathan “Invincible” Miller
Vermicious Knids!!!!
The first time I tried clearing up space, clear my hard drive of some clutter.
FACULTY
BUSINESS
SPRING:
I managed to delete something called I mean, I only get so much space –
ADVISOR
MANAGER
Mud, more snow
David Olson, Sir!
Caitlyn Pierce
a .dll file. I confess, to this day I have why be wasting it with things that are
Nathan “Invincible” Miller, Tim Kotula, John Earnest, Caitlyn Pierce,
Liz Fujita, Jeremy Mr. Sunshine Loucks, Simon Mused, John Pastore,
absolutely no idea what that means. never going to see the light of day?
Deforrest Warren, Ivan Lysenko, Zach Simpson, Brett Jenkins,
Madelyn Hilty, Ryan Richards, Matt Villa, Mark Cruth, Mary Kennedy,
NO! STOP! I don’t want to know - Well, let’s see here... boink - there go
Kiri Kennedy, Elizabeth Masters, Kayla Herrera, Mike Lennon, Heather
Vingsness, Hylinn Taggart, Benjamin Loucks, Ray Martens, Tyler Botbyl,
all I know is that next thing I knew, some documents from last semester.
Lauren Allen, and four score and seven years ago.
my computer had issues booting up. Splat - there go a few miscellaneous
At all. I’d fire it up and eight million games I never play, maybe some picmessages popped up, ‘’This and that tures that didn’t turn out. Whoosh is missing!’’ or ‘’This operation can’t there goes some extraneous file from
be performed because you’re a the iTunes folder.
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
dunce!’’ If it did manage to get runbuying our own damn printer that this publication
ning, the OS would inevitably throw I went to iTunes as usual, and all of
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
up all over itself halfway through a sudden, I couldn’t listen to my
and toner costs.
whatever I was doing. Needless to own music - things I have purchased
Advertising inquiries, questions &
say, the other members of my fam- on this computer, on my account!
comments should be directed to
ily who used that machine were not “Please authorize this computer to
dailybull@gmail.com
play this file!” it screamed. Type type,
jumping for joy.
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Perhaps, I thought, it’ll be fixable if I
just remove my computer from the
list of machines authorized to play my
purchases. That seems logical. As it
turned out, I couldn’t even de-authorize myself from my own computer.
Whose idea was this?!
Oh, right....
I finally realized that un- and re-installing iTunes would fix it, since whatever
folder I torched would be recreated
when it installed again. But that soft,
glowing, 40-watt bulb of an idea
didn’t occur to me until after a good
half hour of tearing my hair out and
throwing conniptions. Needless to
say, I’ve been sufficiently slapped in
the face – twice now! – that I don’t

MEAN GREEN
ORANGEMEN
OWLS
PANTHERS
PENGUINS
PISTONS
PRIVATEERS
QUAKERS
RAMBLERS
RAMS
RAYS
RAZORBACKS
RED WINGS
RED WOLVES
ROADRUNNERS
SAINTS
SALUKIS
SQUIRRELS
SUPERSONICS
SYCAMORES
THUNDER
TIGERS
UTES
WHALERS
WILDCATS
WOLF PACK
WOLVERINES

think I will make the same mistake
again. This is a tech school, and as a
very, very belated New Year’s resolution, I promise to consult someone
who knows what’s going on before
I hit the delete key, lest I accidentally
set off a bioweapon somewhere.
The only way out of
here is if I use my
machete to take
down a helicopter...

